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Protect & Unlock the Value of Your Data
while Stopping Fintech Fraud and Fincrime
with VGS & Sardine
Benefits

Go to Market Quicker

Close More Deals

Stop more Fraud

Simplify your Operations

VGS helps you achieve compliances
like PCI Level 1 or SOC 2 in as fast as
21 days with up to 94% less work.

VGS turns your security posture into
an asset, showing potential partners
that you’ve prioritized security.

Leverage Sardine’s experience ﬁghting
modern fraud techniques at Coinbase,
PayPal, Uber and Revolut.

Sardine’s uniﬁed API covers device
intelligence, behavior biometrics,
identity veriﬁcation, KYC, and AML.

Reduce Cost

Retain Value without Risk

Acquire more Customers

Scale without Risk

VGS keeps security teams lean and
eﬃcient by using VGS best-in-class
security tools and 24/7 monitoring.

VGS Zero Data™ Approach allows you
all the business utility you need,
without the liability of sensitive data.

Sardine reduces friction for good
customers, and steps up identity, KYC
and MFA veriﬁcation for bad actors.

Sardine eliminates costly manual
reviews, with our custom rule packs
and automated fraud scoring.

“Sardine provides the perfect balance helping us detect 3x more
fraud than before and reducing friction by 2x while VGS made
compliance a breeze and kept our PCI data secure.”
Victor Faramond
CTO & Co-founder at Moonpay
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How it works
Transaction is ﬂagged when
fraudulent behavior is detected
!

Sardine is the only fraud prevention platform that integrates seamlessly with VGS
Collect to comply with Payment Card Industry Data Security Standards (PCI DSS).

ALREADY A SARDINE CUSTOMER?

ALREADY A VGS CUSTOMER?

Start Protecting Your Data

Stop Fintech Fraud and Fincrime

Sardine has partnered with VGS, a groundbreaking Zero Data™ security
solution that takes care of your sensitive data protection and data
security management by using data aliases in place of sensitive
information, so you free your developers to move fast with zero risk.

Sardine protects your most vulnerable customer ﬂows, from day-zero
signup and account funding to ongoing payment and crypto
transaction monitoring at scale.

By implementing VGS into Sardine, you can leverage their uniﬁed
platform that helps companies store, protect and exchange sensitive
data, achieve multiple compliances, verify identity, save money on
payment processing, issue credit cards and much more.

By combining our unique device intelligence and behavior biometrics
with identity signals from best-in-class partners, we detect up to 9x
more fraud with less false positives than the competition. Easily
integrate our SDK into your web and mobile apps to start seeing results
in less than a day!

Very Good Security (VGS) enables organizations to focus on their core business by offloading
their data security and compliance burden to VGS. VGS customers unlock the value of sensitive
data without the cost and liability of securing it themselves, and accelerate compliance with PCI,
SOC 2, HIPAA, GDPR, and more.

Sardine was started by the same team that led fraud and fincrime prevention at Coinbase,
PayPal, Uber, and Revolut. Our API combines device intelligence and behavior biometrics with
curated data from identity and KYC providers, helping fintech and crypto companies get to market
quickly and scale without worrying about fraud, account takeover, or AML risks.

verygoodsecurity.com
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